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Abstract
Let a1; a2; : : : ; an and b1; b2; : : : ; bn be integers with 06ai6bi for i=1; 2; : : : ; n. The purpose of
this note is to give a good characterization for the existence of a simple graph G with vertices
v1; v2; : : : ; vn such that ai6dG(vi)6bi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. This solves a research problem posed
by Niessen and generalizes an Erd}os{Gallai theorem. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
The following Erd}os{Gallai theorem gives a good characterization for the existence
of a simple graph with a prescribed degree sequence.
Erd}os{Gallai’s Theorem (Erd}os and Gallai [1]). Let d1>d2>    ;>dn>0 be
integers. There exists a simple graph G with vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vn such that
dG(vi) = di for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n if and only if
Pn
i=1 di is even and
tX
i=1
di6t(t − 1) +
nX
i=t+1
minft; dig for every t with 16t6n: (1)
Motivated by this theorem, Niessen posed the following:
Problem (Niessen [3]). Let a1; a2; : : : ; an and b1; b2; : : : ; bn be integers with 06ai6bi
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Give a simple characterization (like the above theorem) for the
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existence of a simple graph G with vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vn such that ai6dG(vi)6bi for
i = 1; 2; : : : ; n.
The purpose of this note is to present such a characterization.
For convenience, we write (ai; bi)>(ai+1; bi+1) if ai >ai+1 or if ai = ai+1 and
bi>bi+1. We call a1; a2; : : : ; an and b1; b2; : : : ; bn in good order if (ai; bi)>(ai+1; bi+1)
holds for i = 1; 2 : : : n− 1, and dene for t = 0; 1; : : : ; n
It = fi j i>t + 1; bi>t + 1g
and
(t) =
8<
:
1 if ai = bi for all i2 It and
X
i2It
bi + t j It j  1 (mod 2);
0 otherwise:
Theorem. Let a1; a2; : : : ; an and b1; b2; : : : ; bn be integers in good order with 06ai6bi
for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. Then there exists a simple graph G with vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vn such
that ai6dG(vi)6bi for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n if and only if
tX
i=1
ai6t(t − 1) +
nX
i=t+1
minft; big − (t) for every t with 06t6n: (2)
Our proof heavily relies on Lovasz’ (g; f)-factor theorem. Let us introduce some
notations before presenting this theorem.
Let G = (V; E) be a graph and let g and f be integer-valued functions dened on
V with 06g(v)6f(v)6dG(v) for each v2V . A (g; f)-factor of G is a spanning
subgraph F of G with g(v)6dF(v)6f(v) for each v2V . For any disjoint subsets S
and T of V , let e(S; T ) denote the number of edges between S and T , and let !(S; T )
denote the number of all the components C of G − S − T for which
f(v) = g(v) for all v2V (C) and
X
v2V (C)
f(v) + e(V (C); T )  1 (mod 2):
Lovasz’ (g; f )-Factor Theorem (Lovasz [2]). A graph G=(V; E) contains a (g; f)-factor
if and only if for all disjoint subsets S and T of V , we have
X
v2S
f(v)−
X
v2T
g(v) +
X
v2T
dGnS(v)− !(S; T )>0:
Proof. Clearly, the desired graph is a (g; f)-factor of G = Kn (the complete graph
on n vertices) with g(vi) = ai and f(vi) = bi for 16i6n. From Lovasz’ (g; f)-factor
theorem, we can see that to prove the theorem, it suces to show the equivalence
between (2) and the following inequality;
X
vi2S
bi −
X
vi2T
ai + t(n− 1− s)− !(S; T )>0 (3)
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for all disjoint subsets S and T of V , where s= jSj and t= jT j. Putting R=V n (S [T )
and r = jRj, we have
!(S; T ) =
8><
>:
1 if ai = bi for all vi 2R and
X
vi2R
bi + rt  1 (mod 2);
0 otherwise:
For simplicity, let (S; T ) stand for the left-hand side of (3).
(3)) (2): Setting S = fvi j i>t + 1; bi6tg and T = fv1; v2; : : : ; vtg gives
(S; T ) =
X
vi2S
bi −
X
vi2T
ai + t(n− 1− s)− !(S; T )
=−
tX
i=1
ai + t(t − 1) +
nX
i=t+1
minft; big − (t):
Thus, (2) follows from (S; T )>0.
(2)) (3): Choose two disjoint vertex-subsets S and T of Kn such that
(a) (S; T ) is minimized;
(b) subject to (a), jSj+ jT j is minimized; and
(c) subject to (a) and (b), jT \ fv1; v2; : : : ; vtgj is maximized, where t = jT j.
We may assume hereafter that T 6= ; since otherwise (3) holds unless bi =0 for all
vi 2 S and !(S; ;) = 1. But then by the denitions of ! and , we have (0) = 1,
contradicting (2) when t = 0.
Now we claim that T = fv1; v2; : : : ; vtg. To justify it, assume the contrary: vi 62T and
vj 2T for some i and j with i6t < j. Let us distinguish between two cases according
to whether vi 2R or vi 2 S.
Case 1. vi 2R. Set T 0 = (T [ fvig) n fvjg. Then it follows from (c) that (S; T 0)−
(S; T )>1. So aj−ai+!(S; T )−!(S; T 0)>1. Since ai>aj (as i< j), we have ai=aj,
!(S; T )=1 and !(S; T 0)=0. From the denition of !, it follows that ai=bi, and from
!(S; T ) 6= !(S; T 0), it can be seen that bi 6= bj. Thus aj 6= bj and so aj <bj. Hence
bi <bj, contradicting the order (ai; bi)>(aj; bj).
Case 2: vi 2 S. Set S 0= S n fvig; T 0= T n fvjg; S=(S [fvjg) n fvig and T =(T [
fvig) n fvjg. It follows from (b) that (S 0; T )−(S; T )>1 and (S; T 0)−(S; T )>1.
Thus, −bi+ t+!(S; T )−!(S 0; T )>1 and aj− (n−1− s)+!(S; T )−!(S; T 0)>1; the
former inequality implies that bi6t and the latter implies that aj>n − s − !(S; T ) =
t + r − !(S; T )>t. So t6aj6ai6bi6t and thus aj = bi = ai. On the other hand, by
(c) we have (S; T )−(S; T )>1, i.e. bj− ai− bi+ aj>1, implying that bj>bi+1,
which contradicts the order (ai; bi)>(aj; bj).
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Combining cases 1 and 2, we conclude that T = fv1; v2; : : : ; vtg, as claimed. Thus,
we obtain with (2)
(S; T ) =
X
vi2S
bi −
tX
i=1
ai + t(n− 1− s)− !(S; T )
= −
tX
i=1
ai + t(t − 1) +
X
vi2S
bi + rt − !(S; T )
= −
tX
i=1
ai + t(t − 1) +
nX
i=t+1
minft; big − !(S; T )
+
X
vi2S
(bi −minft; big) +
X
vi2R
(t −minft; big)
> (t)− !(S; T ) +
X
vi2S
(bi −minft; big) +
X
vi2R
(t −minft; big):
It follows from (2) that (S; T )>0 unless
bi6t for all vi 2 S; bi>t for all vi 2R; !(S; T ) = 1 and (t) = 0;
in this case fvi j i2 ItgR and
X
vi2R
bi + rt =
X
i2It
bi +
X
vi2RnIt
bi + rt
=
X
i2It
bi + tjR n It j+ rt 
X
i2It
bi + tjIt j (mod 2):
According to the denitions of ! and , we have (t) = 1, which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof of our theorem.
Remark. One may notice the striking similarity that renders the above Erd}os{Gallai
theorem a corollary of our theorem.
Indeed, setting ai = bi = di for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n in (2) yields
tX
i=1
di6t(t − 1) +
nX
i=t+1
minft; dig − (t) for every t with 06t6n: (4)
Suppose that (4) holds. Then we have (1) and (0)=0, the latter implies that
Pn
i=1 di
is even by using the denition of .
Conversely, suppose that (1) holds and
Pn
i=1 di is even. Then (0) = 0 and so (4)
holds for t=0. To justify (4) for 16t6n, clearly it suces to consider the case when
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(1) holds with equality. In this case we have
X
i2It
di + tjIt j 
nX
i=t+1
di +
nX
i=t+1
minft; dig (mod 2)

nX
i=t+1
di + t(t − 1) +
nX
i=t+1
minft; dig (mod 2)
=
nX
i=t+1
di +
tX
i=1
di 
nX
i=1
di  0 (mod 2);
implying that (t) = 0, and thus (4) holds.
The authors are grateful to three anonymous referees for their helpful comments.
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